Letter from R. Greenland-Smith

May 22, 2015
1 – First Submission
Keep Newfoundland and Labrador frack-free

As someone who would like to visit NL as a tourist destination I would say do not allow Fracking to go
ahead as I would not take my family to an area with Fracking. Also as someone who lives in Noel Nova
Scotia where we had testing Frack wells done in our community I would say don't frack. The reason is we
had five test wells drilled over 8 years ago and we still have the toxic ponds beside two of the wells.
There are no safe solutions to disposing of the waste water.
Please look to our future generations who will have to deal with the mess left.
Do the right thing and stop Fracking!

R. Greenland-Smith

May 31, 2015
2- Second Submission
Hello
Thank you for the opportunity to have input on hydraulic fracturing in Newfoundland and Labrador. I
live in Noel, Nova Scotia close to where we had 5 Fracking test wells drilled over 8 years ago. We still
have two toxic ponds beside these wells - with no solution to dispose of this water safely. As the years
go on we are learning the serious consequences of Fracking on our water, environment as well as
negative health effects. I urge you to act in the interest of the people and our natural world and say no
to both onshore and offshore Fracking. Fracking is not safe and will also effect tourism in a negative
way. I have not been to Newfoundland but I hope to one day. The province has a large tourism industry
that creates sustainable jobs for the people and that will be put in jeopardy if Fracking goes ahead. Save
the water, land, people and animals and stop Fracking. Future generations will thank you.
Please ban Fracking now !!
Thank you,
R. Greenland-Smith

